Hong Kong Immigration
Hong Kong is one of the world’s biggest financial centers
which is one of the two Special Administrative Regions of the
China People’s Republic. Hong Kong also scores as one of the
favorable per capita income in the whole world.There are
multiple factors which make Hong Kong as one of the most
sought after destination to be looked for migrants to China as
it offers a wide range of opportunities to the aspirants.
As it is the closest land terrain to India which makes it
suitable criteria suited to be a much preferred overseas
destination for immigration for the migrants of India.Hong
Kong is a prima facie for business and investments. Its
immigration policies are migrant friendly which the nation is
proud of in the world even while through its many attractive
and lucrative visa categories it allows people with dynamic
profiles to shift its seeking opportunities in the foreign
market to shift territories and relocate to Hong Kong, to
achieve their dreams.
Under the Hong Kong Quality Migrant Admission Scheme those who
want to work in the country, which is also a leading Asian
economy could utilize their strengths here.The Hong Kong’s
Capital Investment Entrant Scheme for Businessman and
investors makes Hong Kong as an Immigrant paradise. There are
numerous fascinating choices which are available in case you
possess the relevant expertise and are keen to stay and get
successfully employed in the country, programs such as the
General Employment Policy Program which is for trained
individuals with an employment offer at hand and the General
Points Test.
About General Employment Policy
The overseas people with employment offer in the country–and
who have the desired combination of expertise, skill set,

besides work experience—have the chance to move to the nation
through the GEP program.The employment offer which the
aspirant has should be proved with his/her appropriate
experience and eligibilities for the job at hand. The salary
levels will also differ being at the current salary for the
work in the area of your experience.
About General Points Test
The points-based set-up is not much different, but in the
likes of similar immigration destinations, like Australia &
U.K. The visa-petitioners should carefully be examined under
certain demographic conditions such as age, languages,skills,
academic profile along with work experience. Under this
scheme, it’s not necessary to have any employment offer from a
national firm/recruiter. Presently, the candidates need to
score a minimum of 80 points in the GPT test.

